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ABSTRACT

Partial migration, whereby populations consist of residents and migrants, is
common among migrating organisms. Partial migration of aquatic organisms, however,
remains largely under-studied even though many aquatic animals exhibit horizontal and
vertical migrations during their lifetime. Macroinvertebrates of the genus Mysis exhibit
diel vertical migrations (DVM). Some species have recently been observed to exhibit
partial diel migrations where some individuals reside on the bottom throughout the night
while others migrate into the water column. To test the hypothesis that individuals are
fixed as residents or migrants, we compared demographic information and C and N
isotope compositions of M. diluviana caught at night in pelagic and benthic regions of
Lake Champlain. Our results suggest there are two distinct ecotypes of M. diluviana
separated by migration behavior. The migrating ecotype was smaller than the resident
ecotype and enriched in δ15N while the resident ecotype had a higher C:N ratio. Because
we did not allow for gut evacuation prior to our analyses, we conducted a follow-up
experiment to test the effect of gut content on isotope composition of M. diluviana. The
experiments confirmed that differences between benthic- and pelagic-caught M. diluviana
were not a result of gut contents at the time of capture. Fixed partial migration behavior
in M. diluviana in Lake Champlain indicates that DVM of M. diluviana may be more
complex than previously thought. Additionally, partially migrating Mysis spp. may
represent a model study organism to test hypotheses about the causes and consequences
of partial DVM behavior in aquatic invertebrates.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1. Introduction
Animal migrations can be a defining characteristic of an environment, changing
resource abundance, plant animal interactions and predator/prey dynamics (Fryxell &
Sinclair 1988; Deegan 1993). For centuries ecologists have puzzled over the causes and
consequences of the diverse assortment of migration behavior within the animal kingdom
(Fryxell & Sinclair 1988; Dingle & Drake 2007). In addition to variability among
species, variability within species has become a growing area of migration research
(Chapman et al. 2011). These “partial” migrations, whereby only some individuals
migrate, offer a novel area of research to study the driving forces and evolution of
migration. Most migration research has focused on terrestrial environments where animal
movement is relatively easy to track. However, with recent advances in animal tracking
technology such as telemetry, fatty acids, and stable isotopes, research on the migration
of aquatic organisms has advanced (Hobson 1999). In aquatic systems, many organisms
exhibit diel vertical migrations (DVM) whereby individuals move between depth strata
on a daily basis (Hays 2003). In many deep North American lakes, including the
Laurentian Great Lakes and Lake Champlain, these diel vertical migrations are
exemplified by the macroinvertebrate Mysis diluviana (Mysis), which migrates daily from
depths > 100 m to just below the epilimnion (Beeton & Bowers 1982). In recent years,
partial migrations have been observed in Mysis and their conspecifics where a portion of
the population remains on the bottom throughout the night (Bowers 1988; Ogonowski et
al. 2013). Determining if partial migration is ubiquitous among Mysis populations and the
1

extent of morphological and behavioral divergence among migrating and non-migrating
individuals could advance our understanding of Mysis partial migrations in deep-lake
systems.
1.2. Partial Migration
1.2.1. Partial migration hypotheses
Partial migration is a phenomenon where a population is divided into residents,
which forego migration, and migrants. Any population where 1% to 99% of the
population migrates is exhibiting partial migration, making partial migration nearly
ubiquitous among migrating organisms (Chapman et al. 2011). Partial migration has been
extensively described in birds (Lundberg 1988), but also occurs in mammals (Ball,
Nordengren & Wallin 2001; Mysterud et al. 2011), reptiles and amphibians (Mortimer &
Carr 1987; Doddington, Bosch & Oliver 2013), fish (e.g. Brodersen et al. 2008, 2011;
Mehner & Kasprzak 2011) and invertebrates (Hansson & Hylander 2009). For larger and
particularly terrestrial taxa such as birds and ungulates, partial migration is usually
associated with large seasonal migrations (Dingle & Drake 2007). For smaller aquatic
organisms partial migration can be a seasonal (Brodersen et al. 2011), ontogenetic (Piché,
Hutchings & Blanchard 2008), or daily event, as with diel vertical migration (Hansson &
Hylander 2009; Mehner & Kasprzak 2011). Observations of intraspecific variation in
migration behavior have led to a collection of research focused on determining the causes
and consequences of partial migration (Kaitala, Kaitala & Lundberg 1993; Brodersen et
al. 2008b; Boyle 2008).
2

The primary question driving partial migration research is why do some
individuals migrate while others do not? Much of the research has hinged on looking for
either genetic and evolutionary differences or morphological and physiological
differences among individuals within the same population, and attributing the variation to
migratory strategy (Chapman et al. 2011). From these studies, several hypotheses
explaining partial migration have been formulated.
Evolutionary stable strategy and genetic morphs
Partial migration has been hypothesized to be an evolutionary stable strategy
(ESS) where both migration and residency behaviors are in evolutionary equilibrium
(Lundberg 1987; Kaitala et al. 1993). The ESS hypothesis of partial migration has been
supported by game theory models which suggest that evolutionary stable partial
migration is sensitive to differences in reproductive success between migrants and
residents and changes in migration strategy over the lifetime of an individual (Kaitala et
al. 1993). These models, however, remain mostly untested in the field likely because of
the large amount of support for conditional partial migration (e.g., partial migration
driven by individual variability in body size or competitive ability; hypotheses stated
below). A slightly different take on the ESS hypothesis, known as the genetic morphs
hypothesis, has received more support than a direct ESS hypothesis. The genetic morphs
hypothesis predicts that there are distinct, genetically different subgroups within a
population, one predisposed to migrate and the other to residency behavior (Lundberg
1987). The two distinct phenotypes expressed are present at an ESS within the population
and result in equal fitness for both strategies. The two morphs are thought to remain in
3

ESS through parental bet hedging, where parents produce offspring of both migratory and
resident phenotypes and annual variability regulates which phenotype is more successful
in a given year (Lundberg 1988). More recently, researchers have suggested a hypothesis
predicting a genetically predispositioned threshold for migration behavior, where some
individuals are more likely to migrate than others, but all could migrate (Pulido, Berthold
& van Noordwijk 1996; Piché et al. 2008). Though there is likely a genetic contribution
to partial migration, it remains unclear to what extent it plays a role in determining
migration behavior.
Body Size Hypothesis
Probably the most common observation between migrants and residents in
partially migrating populations is a difference in body size. The direction of size
differences varies among taxa, but generally residents are the larger individuals. The size
difference is often attributed to higher thermal and starvation tolerance allowing large
individuals to remain residents while smaller individuals are forced to migrate to find
food (Boyle 2008). Large body size can also be the cause of the reverse pattern, where
larger individuals migrate and smaller individuals are residents. For example sea-going
salmonids are much larger than residents and their migration is thought to be a result of
differences in growth rates and sexual strategy, where migrants must be stronger to
survive migration (Jonsson & Jonsson 1993). Because body size co-varies with many
other physiological and ecological processes, the body size hypothesis often confounds
other hypotheses of partial migration.

4

Competitive Release Hypothesis
The competitive release hypothesis has been referred to as the “dominance
hypothesis” because it states that dominant, more competitive individuals will defend the
best habitats and remain residents while weaker individuals will be forced to migrate
(Smith & Nilsson 1987). “Competitive release” was thought to be a more proper name
because this hypothesis can be expanded to any situation where a difference in
competitive ability forces divergent migration strategies (Chapman et al. 2011).
Competitive release is often tied to density dependence at a resident site where resources
are limited part of the year (Grayson et al. 2011; Mysterud et al. 2011). During the part of
the year where resources are high, competition is low so all individuals behave as
residents. When resources diminish, however, intraspecific competition increases, forcing
less dominant individuals to migrate. Because large body size is often a sign of
competitive dominance, the body size and competitive release hypotheses can be
cofounded. Careful experimental design must be employed to determine which
hypothesis is more supported.
Prior residency hypothesis
The prior residency hypothesis is based on the idea that individuals that arrive
first to breeding grounds generally retain the highest quality habitats and have the highest
fitness (Kokko 1999). Consequently, individuals that are able to forego migration entirely
and remain at the breeding site at all times will have the best chance of defending the
highest quality area (Kokko 2011). Models of early arrival in birds have suggested that
5

competition for breeding sites could result in the evolution of partial migration behavior
(Kokko 1999). Evaluation of the prior residency hypothesis has primarily been restricted
to territorial birds, such as blue tits (Cyanistes caeruleus), where prior residency partially
determines dominance and nesting site quality is correlated with reproductive success
(Sandell & Smith 1991).
Fasting endurance and trophic polymorphism hypotheses
Variability in food quantity is closely tied to migration behavior as a whole and
thus is often hypothesized as a determinant of partial migration (Dingle & Drake 2007).
The fasting endurance hypothesis states that individuals that have enough energy reserves
to forgo migration will do so, while individuals likely starve must migrate to find more
food (Belthoff & Gauthreaux 1991). In some species, however, higher fasting endurance
allows individuals to migrate to lower food areas that may be beneficial in some other
way (i.e., low predation risk, protection from weather) leading to individuals with a
higher fasting endurance migrating while individuals with low fasting endurance remain
residents (Brodersen et al. 2008b). This hypothesis is strongly confounded by the body
size hypothesis because body size is normally positively correlated with fasting
endurance (Millar & Hickling 1990).
The trophic polymorphism hypothesis predicts different individuals within a
population have different feeding niche preferences leading to individuals having
different migration strategies based on preferred diet items or metabolic needs. For
example, in migratory roach (Rutilus rutilus), individuals of the same species can have
varying degrees of planktivory and benthivory, resulting in niche partitioning. However,
6

because they breed in the same habitat, simple niche partitioning can also be considered a
type of partial migration (Smith & Skúlason 1996; Svanbäck et al. 2008). The trophic
polymorphism hypothesis can apply to anadromous and potamodromous fish, where sea
or lake going individuals have a much different diet than resident individuals (Keeley &
Grant 2001). The trophic polymorphism hypothesis, however, can be confounded with
body size hypothesis because anadromy is often triggered through ontogenetic shifts as
fish age and grow (Jonsson & Jonsson 1993). Forage-based hypotheses have yet to be
thoroughly tested, but advances in diet tracers like stable isotopes may allow for more
advanced studies (Chapman et al. 2011).
Individual predation vulnerability hypothesis
The predation vulnerability hypothesis predicts that migration behavior is
dependent on differential predation vulnerability between residents and migrants.
Brönmark et al. (2008) suggested that predation vulnerability-based partial migration was
the result of individuals minimizing their predation to growth ratio. Thus, if individual
predation risk was high, and growth potential was low in a given habitat, the individual
should migrate from that location. Many species of fish appear to follow this logic. For
example, in Danish lakes smaller common bream (Abramis brama L.) that have a higher
predation risk migrate into streams in winter when growth potential in the lake is low, but
predation risk is high (Skov et al. 2011). Zooplankton that undergo DVM exhibit the
similar pattern to avoid predation where individuals migrate to deeper water during the
day to avoid high predation pressure near the surface. If predation pressure remains high
even at night, however, individuals more vulnerable to predators (i.e., more visible or less
7

evasive) may benefit from not migrating and remaining lower in the water column where
predation risk is generally lower. This type of partial migration can be applied to body
size, for example Daphnia have been observed stratifying by size in the water column,
where larger, more visible individuals remain lower in the water column than smaller
individuals (Hansson & Hylander 2009). The individual predation vulnerability
hypothesis has been raised in a number of studies (Brodersen et al. 2008b; Monnot &
Dunham 2008; Skov et al. 2010), but research evaluating the hypothesis remains scarce.
Ecological effects on partial migration
Inherent in all partial migration hypotheses are density dependence and
environmental variability. Both are thought to be widely important in partial migration
(Taylor & Norris 2007) though likely acting more as triggers for partial migration than as
differentiating factors among individual migration choice. For example, a population may
begin to exhibit partial migration when a certain density is reached, but which individuals
migrate is likely mediated by factors such as competitive ability, age, sex, or fasting
endurance. Ecological effects, such as seasonal changes in food abundance or predation
risk, could also act to lower or raise the critical density needed to cause migration
(Brönmark et al. 2008). Some of these interactions have been observed in red deer
(Cervus elaphus) populations, where migration behavior changed over time with
ecological changes such as changes in resource abundance or temperature (Mysterud et
al. 2011). Only a few studies have been conducted (Boscarino et al. 2009b; Mysterud et
al. 2011) connecting the complex interactions between density dependence,
environmental change and individual migration choice.
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Partial migration is a common phenomenon that transcends taxonomic groups
and habitats. Thus, a single hypothesis is unlikely to predict migration behavior choice
among all species. Partial migration is likely driven by a mosaic of the above hypotheses.
Research identifying partial migration behavior in new species and understanding how
the drivers of partial migration vary among taxa and environments are important for
understanding both the extent of partial migration behavior in nature, and the potential
consequences it might have on trophic interactions, population dynamics, and ecosystem
function.
1.2.2. Partial migration in aquatic systems
Partial migration research is just beginning to develop in aquatic systems.
Aquatic partial migrations can be seasonal (Brodersen et al. 2008b), ontogenetic (Páez et
al. 2011), or diel (Hansson & Hylander 2009; Mehner & Kasprzak 2011), and include
both horizontal and vertical migration strategies (Jonsson & Jonsson 1993; Mehner &
Kasprzak 2011). Aquatic partial migrations are fairly common and diverse but because of
the difficulties of tracking organisms underwater, they have yet to be fully quantified
(Chapman et al. 2012).
Improved tracking technologies such as telemetry, fatty acids, stable isotopes,
hydroacoustics and population genetics have resulted in discoveries and observations of
partial migrations across a diverse range of aquatic taxa including sea turtles (Mortimer
& Carr 1987), zooplankton (Hansson & Hylander 2009), newts (Grayson et al. 2011),
and many species of fish (Chapman et al. 2012). Partial migration has been extensively
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studied in diadromous salmonids, where migrants and residents are polymorphic and tend
to separate based on sexual strategy (Jonsson & Jonsson 1993). Salmonid migration
strategy is believed to be determined through combination of genetic and conditional
factors centered around body weight/condition (Piché et al. 2008). Partial migration of
fishes can be short or long distance. In lake populations of cyprinids, individuals with the
highest body conditions migrate short distances into tributaries during the winter to
escape high predation risk in the lake while individuals with the lowest body condition
reside in the lake for longer and sometimes all winter (Brönmark et al. 2008). In
populations of some species of herring, some individuals will remain in a home location
while others will migrate great distances on an annual cycle (Chapman et al. 2012).
Alternatively, partial migrations can be vertical, as observed through hydroaccoustics in
the pelagic Coregonus spp. where 7-33% of the population was found to exhibit a
resident strategy and not migrate toward the surface on any given night (Mehner &
Kasprzak 2011). Though diel vertical migrations are common among aquatic taxa,
research assessing the partial diel vertical migrations has only just begun to receive
attention in fish (Chapman et al. 2012) and remains very rare for invertebrate taxa.
Many aquatic invertebrates are known to exhibit DVM, most often migrating
from deeper daytime depths to more pelagic depths at night (Hays 2003). DVM can vary
among lakes, where a species exhibits DVM in one lake, but not in another, likely due to
difference in predator abundance (Lampert 1989). The extent of DVM is often believed
to be regulated by environmental cues such as light, temperature, and predators (Lampert
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1989; Boscarino et al. 2007), which suggests that the same pressures thought to drive
partial migration of other species are still acting on diel vertically migrating invertebrates.
In the presence of predator cues, Daphnia showed body size depth preferences
where larger individuals remained in the deeper and darker water while smaller
individuals migrated to the surface (Hansson & Hylander 2009). When predator cues
were absent, no size separation was observed and all Daphnia migrated to the surface.
Similar predator-driven partial migrations have been observed among species in the
Esch-sur-Sûre Reservoir in Luxembourg where larger species of zooplankton spent more
time in deeper water during the summer, compared to smaller species, when predation
risk was high (Thys and Hoffmann 2005). Because predation pressure is often high for
zooplankton and aquatic invertebrates, similar predator-driven partial migrations may
occur in other species, but have yet to be identified due to the difficulties of accurately
tracking small aquatic organisms. Zooplankton are critically important as the link
between primary producers and secondary consumers in most aquatic food webs
(Frederiksen et al. 2006). Zooplankton DVM could represent the largest animal migration
on the planet by biomass (Hays 2003). Therefore, understanding the extent to which
populations migrate and the pressures driving migration are important for understanding
aquatic systems as a whole. Additionally, partial migration studies of invertebrates
remain rare, making it a novel and important area of research.
1.2.3. Importance of Partial Migration
Animal migration is an important process across the globe, actively transporting
nutrients (Deegan 1993; Cederholm et al. 1999). Migration driven nutrients can be
11

critically important for habitats with low primary production. For example, the annual
migration of millions of salmon provides massive nutrients and energy subsidies for both
primary production and wildlife (Cederholm et al. 1999) while the diel vertical
migrations of plankton act as a “biological pump” transporting nutrients between
epilimnetic and hypolimnetic waters (Bollens et al. 2010). Thus, understanding the
drivers and extent of partial migrations is an important step in understanding how these
large nutrient processes could change as residency and migration strategies change.
Partial migrations of cyprinids have been shown to affect on seasonal productivity of
lakes, shifting both phyto- and zooplankton dynamics by altering top down effects
(Brodersen et al. 2008a; Brönmark et al. 2010). Changes in partial migrations could also
have evolutionary consequences, especially if the difference in migratory strategy has led
to allopatric mating, reducing gene flow between migrants and residents (Chapman et al.
2011). Additionally, even if migrants and residents interbreed, morphological or
behavioral differences resulting from migration strategy could influence mate choice
leading to non-random mating. Studies researching the evolutionary consequences of
partial migration are still scarce, but have been suggested as a “fertile ground for
research” (Chapman et al. 2011).
1.3. Mysis spp.
1.3.1. Ecology of Mysis spp.
Sometimes referred to as “the krill of lakes”, Mysis spp. are an important link in
lake food webs (Rudstam & Johannsson 2009). Their relatively large size and vertical
12

migrations make them an excellent prey for benthic and pelagic fish species (Gamble et
al. 2011a b; Isaac et al. 2012). In Lake Superior, Mysis comprise a large proportion of
annual biomass consumed by a variety of planktivorous species including deep water
sculpins (Myoxocephalus thompsoni), kiyi (Coregonus kiyi), bloater (C. hoyi), cisco (C.
artedi.) and rainbow smelt (Osmerus mordax) (Gamble et al. 2011a b; Isaac et al. 2012).
The juvenile stages of larger piscivorous fish (e.g., lake trout Salvelinus namaycush
siscowet) also feed on Mysis (Wells & Beeton 1963; Wells 1970; Gamble et al. 2011b).
Around the same time these early studies were reporting the importance of Mysis to fish,
Mysis were being introduced to many lakes as a food subsidy for fish with variable
success throughout North America and Scandinavia (Sparrow, Larkin & Rutherglen
1964; Lasenby, Northcote & Furst 1986). Predation by Mysis spp. has a direct effect on
lower trophic levels (Lasenby et al. 1986; Ellis et al. 2011), such that introductions of
Mysis often alters the abundance and size distribution of the zooplankton community
within lakes (Goldman & Morgan 1979; Spencer & Potter 1999; Ellis et al. 2011). Mysis
can outcompete planktivorous fishes for zooplankton, leading to the crash of fish
populations Mysis were introduced to feed (Goldman & Morgan 1979; Ellis et al. 2011).
Omnivory and vertical migrations make Mysis spp. a critical bentho-pelagic
link. Mysis spp. are an important source of carbon for fish in offshore regions of large
deep lakes (Gamble et al. 2011a b). Also, migrating invertebrates act as a biological
pump, depositing nutrients through fecal matter (Schnack-schiel & Isla 2005; Bollens et
al. 2010). Mysis likely fill this important niche in deep North American lakes by feeding
on benthic detritus during the day and pelagic zooplankton at night, thereby providing an
13

important energy subsidy to deep regions of the lake (Sierszen et al. 2014). The transport
of nutrients by Mysis spp. could be significant because they can reach densities of greater
than 1000 individuals/m2 (Carpenter, Mansey & Watson 1974; Gutowski 1978; Sell
1982; Johannsson et al. 2011).
Because DVM is central to our understanding of the community dynamics of
Mysis spp., deviation from this behavior would likely change our perception of the
ecological role Mysis play in lake food web structure and community assemblage. Most
models and hypotheses of Mysis spp. ecology make the assumption that DVM is
ubiquitous (Rudstam 1989). Therefore, if Mysis populations exhibit partial migration, our
current understanding of the ecological role Mysis spp. play in the lake community may
be flawed. For example, bioenergetics models applied to a lake-wide population of Mysis
spp. may overestimate consumption both by Mysis on zooplankton and of Mysis by fish if
divergent migration behavior is not taken into account. These overestimations of
contributions of Mysis to the pelagic food web may over or underestimate true Mysis
densities due to intrapopulation variability in behavior. Understanding the overall
plasticity of DVM may help improve Mysis sampling procedures and lead to a better
understanding of the causes and consequences of DVM behavior.
1.3.2. Mysis diluviana
The species M. relicta Loven was divided into four separate species through
allozyme and DNA analysis: M. relicta, M. saergerstralei, M. salemaai, and M.
diluviana. (Väinölä 1986; Väinölä & Rockas 1990; Väinölä et al. 1994; Väinölä,
Audzijonytė & Riddoch 2002; Audzijonytė & Väinölä 2005). Mysis diluviana differs
14

from their Baltic counterparts (M. relicta, M. saergerstralei, and M. salemaai) based on
slight morphological differences along with differences in allozyme make up and
mitochondrial DNA; however, M. diluviana is the only freshwater Mysis found in North
American lakes, making this the most defining characteristic (Audzijonytė & Väinölä
2005).
Mysis diluviana (Mysis hereafter) are native throughout the northern United
States and Canada in freshwater lakes. They are found primarily in deep oligotrophic
lakes at least 50 m deep and bottom temperatures between 2-5oC. Mysis tend to increase
in abundance with bathymetric depth (Robertson, Powers & Anderson 1968; Carpenter et
al. 1974; Gutowski 1978). Endemic Mysis population range extends throughout the Great
Lakes, Finger Lakes, and north to some sub-arctic lakes in Canada (Juday & Birge 1927;
Wells & Beeton 1963; Lasenby & Langford 1972). The range of Mysis was extended
west in the 1960s and 1970s when they were purposefully introduced to many lakes to
provide an additional prey resource for fish populations (Sparrow et al. 1964; Caldwell &
Wilhelm 2012).
Mysis have lifespans of 1-4 years depending on temperature and system
productivity (Morgan 1985; Rudstam 1989; Pothoven et al. 2000). Mysis grow to lengths
of 15-30 mm and reach sexual maturity at 7-9 mm in length (Morgan 1980a, 1985; Sell
1982). In most systems, Mysis mature within 1-2 years, reproducing only once or twice
throughout their life (Morgan 1985). Spawning occurs in early winter or spring in cold
systems, but can occur year-round (Morgan 1985; Johannsson et al. 2011). Number of
offspring per female is proportional to female size, with a maximum brood size around
15

40 embryos. Most broods, however, range from 10-25 embryos (Morgan 1985). Average
annual water temperature appears to be a primary factor in growth and reproduction there is a positive relationship between growth rate and temperature (Lasenby &
Langford 1972; Morgan 1980a).
Mysis are opportunistic omnivores. Throughout their range Mysis feed both on
benthic and pelagic food sources (Folt, Rybock & Goldman 1982; Nordin et al. 2007;
Johannsson et al. 2011; Sierszen et al. 2011). On the bottom, Mysis feed primarily on
detritus and benthic invertebrates as well as other Mysis (Johannsson et al. 2001; Quirt &
Lasenby 2002). These benthic contributions may make up a significant portion of the
Mysis diet, and remain to be important even at great depths (>100m) where benthic
production is low (Sierszen et al. 2011). In addition to benthic food sources, Mysis feed
extensively on pelagic zooplankton and phytoplankton (Grossnickle & Morgan 1979;
Johannsson et al. 2001; Nordin et al. 2007; Sierszen et al. 2011) and they go through
ontogenetic shifts as they mature (Quirt & Lasenby 2002). Small Mysis are primarily
herbivorous, feeding on diatoms but also feed on some small zooplankton and as Mysis
become larger they become increasingly carnivorous (Johannsson et al. 2001; Nordin et
al. 2007). As generalists, Mysis will switch prey when preferred prey densities are low
(Cooper & Goldman 1980; Nordin et al. 2007; Foster & Sprules 2010).
DVM plays an integral role in Mysis life history. DVM allows Mysis to forage
on energy-rich zooplankton while limiting predation risk by visual predators (Beeton &
Bowers 1982; Lampert 1989; Hays 2003). For Mysis, DVM is characterized by an
upward ascent at night and a gradual downward decent just before dawn (Beeton &
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Bowers 1982). Mysis spend daylight hours at or near the lake bottom and begin their
ascent to the pelagic region approximately one hour before sunset (Miller 2003). At night
they remain at or just below the thermocline, feeding on zooplankton until approximately
one hour before sunrise when they descend back to the bottom (Robertson et al. 1968;
Bowers 1988; Miller 2003). Mysis densities increase with bathymetric depth and reach
maximum densities at depths >100 m; in these deeper regions Mysis densities have been
reported in 100s-1000s of individuals/m2 (e.g., Carpenter et al. 1974; Gutowski 1978). In
deep lakes, migrations can be extensive with individuals migrating more than 100 m each
way (Morgan 1980a; Ahrenstorff et al. 2011). Because DVM is fundamental behavior in
Mysis, understanding this behavior has become a central topic of Mysis ecology.
The controlling factors of DVM have received considerable attention (e.g., Gal
et al. 1999; Boscarino et al. 2007, 2009b a). Light appears to be partially responsible for
triggering DVM (Gal et al. 1999; Boscarino et al. 2009a). Mysis are capable of sensing
light intensities of 0.0001 lux, therefore light could act as a trigger even at low light
levels at depths > 100 m (Audzijonytė et al. 2005; Jokela-Määttä et al. 2005).
Temperature appears to be one of the largest determinants of the amplitude of vertical
distribution (Boscarino et al. 2007). Mysis prefer temperatures between 6 and 8˚C, but
will migrate into waters above 12oC if zooplankton are present, and in some cases have
been reported in waters as warm as 17 to 20˚C (Boscarino et al. 2007). Other factors
influencing DVM are predator kairomones and zooplankton density, although these
factors also appear to be more important in determining amplitude of migration rather
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than the triggering of DVM (Boscarino et al. 2007, 2009b a). Despite extensive research,
the seasonal and daily plasticity of DVM is still not well understood.
1.3.3. Partial migration of Mysis
Research from the Great Lakes, Lake Tahoe, and the Baltic Sea describe what
appears to be a partial migration of Mysis defined by a bimodal nocturnal distributions of
Mysis (Figure 1), where a portion of the population remains near the bottom throughout
the night (Robertson et al. 1968; Morgan 1980a; Bowers 1988; Ogonowski et al. 2013).
Partial migration behavior could be the result of (1) plastic or asynchronous migration
behavior (Pearre 2003), where Mysis “choose” whether or not to migrate each night, or
(2) fixed partial migration behavior, where one group of the same individuals migrate
each night, while another group does not.
The plastic DVM hypothesis was first proposed by Morgan (1980) after
discovering short-term decreases in the number of large females in vertical tow samples
that coincided with the end of the reproductive season. Morgan (1980) hypothesized that
gravid females or recently gravid females temporarily suspend DVM and remained on the
bottom. This observation is consistent with the asset protection principle in which the
larger the reproductive asset (larger size, closer to reproduction, size of brood) the greater
importance to protect the asset (i.e., limit risky behaviors; Clark 1994). Therefore, Mysis
that are fecund or recently fecund may forego migration in favor of staying on the bottom
where predation risk is presumably lower. In contrast, smaller Mysis may migrate higher
and more frequently because their reproductive assets are low. Morgan’s hypothesis,
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however, was refuted by Bowers (1988) who reported similar size structure between
benthic-caught Mysis at night and the total population of Mysis.
Recent stable isotope and genetic evidence support a fixed partial DVM
behavior in M. salemaai in the Baltic Sea. Ogonowski et al. (2013) discovered that
benthic- and pelagic-caught M. salemaai in the Baltic Sea had different stable isotope
signatures, suggesting an extended difference in diet. Additionally, Fst calculated among
two benthic and two pelagic populations in the Baltic Sea indicated a higher rate of gene
flow between pelagic-caught M. salemaai compared to benthic-caught individuals,
suggesting more movement between pelagic-caught than benthic-caught M. salemaai
(Ogonowski et al. 2013). Mysis diluviana and M. salemaai share similar habitats and
behaviors, but the former is found at highest densities in much deeper water than M.
salemaai, which could result in different migration pressures and triggers. Additionally,
as a crucial food source for economically important fish throughout their range,
understanding how Mysis ecology and partial migration behavior differs from M.
salemaai in the Baltic could be an important step in understanding what role Mysis play
in lake food webs and the variability of partial migration behavior among Mysis spp.
1.4. Stable Isotopes
1.4.1 Stable isotope analysis
Stable isotope analysis (SIA) is a powerful tool used to study ecological
processes such as food web dynamics (Mittermayr, Hansen & Sommer 2014; Stockwell
et al. 2014), trophic structure (Post 2002), food source partitioning (Phillips & Gregg
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2003) and migration (Fry 1981; Fleming, Nuñez & Sternberg 1993). SIA takes advantage
of naturally occurring variations in isotopes of the elements C, N, S, H and O in the
environment. Over the last 20-25 years, population and community ecologists have
focused on C and N isotopes while ecosystem and landscape ecologists also use S, H, and
O (Peterson & Fry 1987).
Stable isotope composition is measured using a mass spectrometer and generally
expressed in parts per thousand using the δ notation:

Where X is 15N or 13C, S34, H2, O18 expressed in parts per thousand, and R is the
corresponding ratio 15N:14N, 13C:12C, S34:S32, H2:H1, O18:O16 ratio. Thus, increases in the
value denote an increase in the heavier isotope (Peterson & Fry 1987). Many different
physiological and chemical processes can result in “fractionation” of isotopes, which is a
change of the ratio heavy to light isotopes from a source to consumer (Fry 2006). The
fractionation by chemical reactions is normally quite small (less than 0.5 ‰ change), but
built up over physiological processes, fractionation can result in quite large difference
between source material and consumer tissue isotope composition. For example,
photosynthesis of C3 plants fractionates source C causing the resulting δ13C content of the
plants tissue to be more than 20 ‰ lower than its source. Additionally, “mixing” of
isotopes from more than one source causes the observed isotope composition to be a
combination of all sources (Peterson & Fry 1987; Phillips & Gregg 2003; Fry 2006).
Because isotopes fractionate in a predictable way across environments and food webs,
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researchers are able to take make deductions about where individuals fed and on what
they were feeding (Peterson & Fry 1987; Boecklen et al. 2011).
In ecological studies, SIA has often been used to research trophic dynamics and
migration (Fry 1981; Fleming et al. 1993; Post 2002). Trophic ecology SIA is centered
around the trophic enrichment property of N, where organisms become more enriched in
δ15N as you move up the trophic ladder at a rate of ~ 2.5 - 3.5 ‰ per level (Minagawa &
Wada 1984). Because N fractionates predictably with trophic level, δ15N has been used
extensively as a measure of trophic position (Post 2002). Migration scientists have taken
advantage of a different property of stable isotopes whereby tissue isotope composition
reflects the local environment in which the tissue was created. Scientists can thus track
animals by either artificially tagging their diet (Munro & Gillanders 2008) or simply by
collecting source material from hypothesized origin locations and comparing the results
to tissue composition of the organism in question (Fry 1981). The slow turnover rate of
isotopes means that the tissue isotope composition of an organism at the time of capture
contains isotopes from their diet/environment weeks to month prior to capture which
allows researchers to make inferences about past location and diet (Hobson & Wassenaar
2008).
1.4.4. Stable isotopes and migration
Because many animals are difficult or impossible to track with current tagging
technology, many migration researchers have turned to natural tracers, such as stable
isotopes or fatty acids (Hobson & Wassenaar 2008). Both stable isotopes and fatty acids
are conserved from previous prey items in body tissues, making them a good historical
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record of diet (Iverson, Field & Blanchard 2004; Boecklen et al. 2011). Because stable
isotopes vary spatially in inert substances like water, soil and air, they can be excellent
tracers of past physical location and past diet as long as landscape isotope compositions
are sufficiently different (Hobson & Wassenaar 2008). Researchers have taken advantage
of naturally variable landscape isotope compositions to answer basic migration questions,
such as where individuals travel to feed (Fry 1981; France 1995), origin of migration
(Alisauskas et al. 1998) or even depth traveled (Killingley 1980). However, isotopes are
an imperfect marker for a number of reasons. First, turnover rates of isotopes can vary
dramatically by taxa and tissue type, which if not accounted for could result in erroneous
conclusions. For example, hair and feathers generally indicate the isotope composition at
the time they were made, so generally indicate the time of the last molt, while liver tissue
tends to turn over much quicker and indicates isotope composition of the last hours or
days (Tieszen et al. 1983; Hobson & Wassenaar 2008). Second, sample preparation can
have large effects on SIA, adding or lowering noise in results or artificially changing
observed composition (Smyntek et al. 2007). Some methods have been developed to try
to decrease noise and artificial isotope composition like lipid extraction and gut clearance
protocols, but the lack of laboratory experiments and intertaxanomic variability limit the
effect of these methods (del Rio et al. 2009). Finally, if an organism is omnivorous or an
opportunistic feeder, the natural mixing of ingested isotopes can make untangling an
exact diet difficult as many different combinations of the same sources can each make
similar observed isotope composition (Phillips & Gregg 2003). Advances in Bayesian
mixing models have helped disentangle multiple source diets, but care should still be
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used when applying stable isotopes techniques to omnivores (Phillips & Gregg 2003;
Parnell et al. 2013). Despite some issues, stable isotopes remain a powerful tool to track
animal migration because it requires only small sample sizes that are easy to collect and
is relatively inexpensive to measure large sample sizes.
1.4.5. Stable isotopes and Mysis spp.
Because of the small size and relatively inaccessible habitat of Mysis, stable
isotope techniques have been used over the past 15-20 years to study the diet and ecology
of Mysis spp. Mysis spp. tend to be omnivorous and go through ontogenetic shifts with
size, becoming more carnivorous with size and age (Gorokhova & Hansson 1999a).
Ontogenetic shifts were evaluated in natural populations using isotope techniques and
found to be consistent in Mysis from five different North American lakes, though relative
omnivory of Mysis varied by lake (Branstrator et al. 2000). Johannsson et al. (2001)
measured the isotope composition of Mysis and multiple potential food sources in Lake
Ontario, including benthic and pelagic sources, and found that Mysis never become fully
zooplanktivorous and continue to feed on benthic detritus and macroinvertebrates on the
bottom during the day. Benthic contributions of Mysis decrease as bathymetric depth
increased in Lake Superior (Sierszen et al. 2011). The duel benthic and pelagic feeding
behavior of Mysis was explored by Ogonowski et al. (2013) who used isotopes as a
metric of benthivory in partially migrating M. salemaai in the Baltic Sea. They found
migrants and resident had different isotope compositions, suggesting lasting diet
differences between groups. Though much research has been conducted on Mysis stable
isotope composition, there is a large variation of isotope composition among lakes
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(Branstrator et al. 2000) and so far only N and C isotopes have been used to evaluate
Mysis diet and movement. Additionally, laboratory research to determine the effect of
high lipid content in Mysis tissue and the effect that gut evacuation procedures could have
on observed composition of whole individual samples is limited.
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Figure 1: Diel vertical migration of Mysis. Left: traditional view of migration where entire population
migrates into the water column to feed on plankton at night. Right: observed partial migration where part
of the population remains on the bottom at night.
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CHAPTER 3: EFFECT OF GUT FULLNESS ON δ15N, δ13C AND C:N OF
EXPERIMENTALLY KEPT MYSIS DILUVIANA
3.1. Introduction
Stable isotope analysis (SIA) has gained interest among ecologists over the past
20 years as a tool to study food web dynamics (Mittermayr et al. 2014; Stockwell et al.
2014), trophic structure (Post 2002), food source partitioning (Phillips & Gregg 2003)
and migration (Fry 1981; Fleming et al. 1993; Hobson & Wassenaar 2008). As SIA
grows in popularity, many researchers have called for increased laboratory experiments
to test analysis assumptions, verify field observations (Gannes, O’Brien & Rio 1997; del
Rio et al. 2009), and standardize sample preparation (Smyntek et al. 2007). Isotope
fractionation rate can vary extensively within a single species (Grey, Kelly & Jones 2004)
and among tissue types (Tieszen et al. 1983; Pinnegar & Polunin 1999), adding high
levels of variation to analyses (Peterson & Fry 1987).Thus, experimentally testing
turnover rates, tissue specific isotope composition and isotope assimilation are important
steps to reduce variability (Gannes et al. 1997). Sample preparation techniques such as
acidification, lipid extraction, and gut evacuation have been used to lower variability of
observed isotope composition with inconsistent success (Feuchtmayr & Grey 2003; Post
et al. 2007), but the variable use of procedures among studies makes comparisons of data
and meta-analyses difficult (Smyntek et al. 2007).
Gut evacuation prior to SIA processing is one procedure that has produced
conflicting results in the literature. Gut evacuation is a common procedure in
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macroinvertebrate and zooplankton SIA where whole individuals or bulk samples are
used (France 1995; Grey, Jones & Sleep 2001). Gut evacuation procedures consist of
incubating live individuals in filtered water for an extended period of time (usually 24
hours) before processing (Schmidt et al. 2003). The incubation time allows for
individuals to fully process all food present in the gut at the time of capture. Past studies
show mixed results on the impact gut evacuation has on SIA. Feuchtmayr and Grey
(2003) found that gut evacuation significantly changed bulk samples of copepods,
reducing error on estimates of δ15N and δ13C by > 3.0 ‰, while gut clearance was
unimportant for Daphnia and reduced error by < 1.0 ‰. Additionally, Smyntek et al.
(2007) found no difference between bulk samples of zooplankton that had been allowed
time for gut evacuation and similar samples that were processed immediately. The
simplicity of gut evacuation methods have led to continual recommendation of gut
evacuation procedures even by researchers that found evidence suggesting that gut
contents have no effect on observed isotope composition (Feuchtmayr & Grey 2003;
Smyntek et al. 2007). In studies where organisms die during capture or where immediate
processing is necessary, however, gut evacuation can be a difficult or an infeasible step.
Thus determining if gut content actually affects observed stable isotope composition is
important for standardizing SIA procedures.
We conducted a laboratory feeding experiment to test the null hypothesis that
gut contents do not affect the observed stable isotope composition of whole organism
samples of Mysis diluviana (Mysis). Mysis are an aquatic macroinvertebrate common to
deep oligotrophic North American lakes (Carpenter et al. 1974) that feed omnivorously
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in both benthic and pelagic regions of lakes (Johannsson et al. 2001). The diet and
behavior of Mysis spp. have been studied with SIA techniques previously, but sample
preparation varies among studies (Gorokhova & Hansson 1999a; Johannsson et al. 2001;
Sierszen et al. 2011; Ogonowski et al. 2013). Testing whether gut contents affect the
isotope composition of Mysis is an essential step to determine a standard sample
preparation technique and is important for study comparisons and meta-analyses.
3.2. Methods
Live Mysis were collected from the Split Rock reference site in Lake Champlain (44° 16’
972” N, 073° 19’ 448” W) at night on 20 November 2013 using a benthic sled with a 250
µm mesh cod end. Mysis were transported live to the Rubenstein Ecosystem Science
Laboratory in Burlington, VT, in coolers filled with unfiltered chilled lake water. Within
12 hours of capture Mysis were divided into five separate 10 gallon tanks filled with
aerated de-chlorinated water placed in a Conviron CMP 4030 environmental chamber set
to 4˚C in constant dark. Any remaining Mysis were left in the cooler and placed in a
walk-in refrigerator outfitted with red lights and 24 hr temperature of 4ºC.
To standardize tissue isotope composition, Mysis were fed a daily ration of 30 –
40 ml filtered and rinsed live Artemia grown in a density of 1.0 g of cysts/ L for 58 days
leading up to the experiment. Artemia has been shown to be a sufficient food for Mysis
spp. in captivity (Gorokhova 1998). To confirm that isotope composition of Mysis had
completely turned over at the time of the experiment, we sampled 10 individual preexperimental Mysis on day 41 of 58 of the acclimation period and processed them
immediately to give us a two-point comparison of isotope composition to account for
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slow isotope turnover rates in Mysis (Gorokhova & Hansson 1999; Johannsson et al.
2001). Each day, any dead Mysis were syphoned from each of the five tanks in the
environmental chamber and the single cooler in the refrigerator and number of deaths per
tank was recorded. Partial water changes were conducted as needed, judged visually by
cloudiness of the water, but occurred every 3 - 6 days for the entirety of the study.
To assess the effect of gut content on individual Mysis isotope composition we
measured the isotope composition of Mysis given one of three different gut content
treatments, guts full of Artemia, guts full of green algae, or fully evacuated gut.
Treatments were applied over a 3 day period following the 58 day acclimation period
with treatments being applied on consecutive days. On day one, Mysis were collected
with Artemia filled guts, 6 Mysis were sampled from tanks 4 and 5 and the refrigerated
cooler but due to high mortality, only a single Mysis from tanks 1 and 2 were sampled.
The mortality rate was so high in tank 3 that no Mysis remained post acclimation.
Sampled Mysis were examined and photographed for visible gut contents using an
Olympus SZS9 dissecting scope and Infinity1 camera (Figure 2), measured to the nearest
millimeter from the tip of the rostrum to the base of the telson, and frozen at -20ºC in
individual 2 ml test tubes. Remaining Mysis were then netted and moved to 6 new tanks
containing chilled, fresh de-chlorinated water and starved for 24 hours without food to
allow time for complete gut evacuation (Chipps 1998). On day two, Mysis with evacuated
guts were sampled using the same procedure as above. Following the sampling of Mysis
with evacuated guts, remaining Mysis in each tank were fed 250 ml of green algae
(Scenedesmus obliquus) and left to feed for 24 hours, and then sampled using the same
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procedure as above on day three. Bulk samples of Artemia and green algae were collected
into 2 ml test tubes and dried for analysis of diet source at the time of the experiment.
Within 2 months of the conclusion of the experiment, Mysis were thawed for
processing; several pleopods were removed from the all selected individuals and refrozen for future genetic analysis. The remaining body along with samples of green algae
and Artemia were dried at 60˚C for 72 hours. Whole dried individual Mysis and 3
laboratory replicates of each source food were milled using a mortar and pestle into a fine
powder and then 0.71 to 0.89 mg of Mysis and Artemia tissue and 2.4 to 2.5 mg of green
algae was added to 3.5 X 5 mm tin capsules for SIA.
Samples were analyzed for relative abundance of stable carbon and nitrogen
isotopes at the University of Wyoming Stable Isotope Facility using continuous flow
settings on a Costech 4010 Elemental Analyzer coupled to a Thermo Delta Plus XP
IRMS. Results are expressed in parts per thousand (‰) and denoted as δ calculated
according to equation 1:

where X is 15N or 13C and R is the corresponding ratio 15N:14N or 13C:12C. For quality
control, 36-UWSIF-Gltamic 1 and 39-UWSIF-Glutamic 2 were used as reference
materials and additional UWSIF01 Liver was used for a measurement of quality
assurance (n = 2 per 24 samples). The overall precision for δ13C and δ15N of 36-UWSIFGltamic 1 and 39-UWSIF-Glutamic 2 was ±0.2 and ±0.05 and ±0.1 and ±0.1 respectively
and the precision of UWSIF01 Liver was ±0.1 for both δ13C and δ15N.
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Prior to treatment comparisons a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and
Chi-Square test was used to determine if length or fecundity varied among experimental
tanks. Differences among Artemia-filled-, empty-, and green algae-filled-gut treatments
were determined using simple ANOVA and an indicator variable test with gut content as
the principle variable and length and tank as covariates. As a qualitative assessment of
whether or not gut contents shifted the isotope composition directionally toward the food
source in the gut, a circular plot was created using the circular package for R (version
3.1.0). To create the circular plot, mean δ13C and δ15N for gut content treatments were
transformed into radians as x,y coordinates (Schmidt et al. 2007). We then estimated the
magnitude of change (r) and direction (angle) of change (h) of isotope composition
between starved Mysis and Mysis with either guts full of green algae or Artemia (Schmidt
et al. 2007). These angles were then compared to the angle of change between starved
Mysis and isotope composition of actual green algae and Artemia source material. All
statistical analysis was conducted in R (version 3.1.0) with {FSA} and {circular}
packages.
3.3. Results
The size of Mysis ranged from 9 to 20 mm, with a mean length of 15.0 ± 2.71
mm. Approximately half of the Mysis sampled were fecund (47%). Length and fecundity
did not vary among different gut content material (p > 0.05 and Chi-Square p > 0.05
respectively; Table 3). Additionally, experimental tank had no effect on δ15N, δ13C or
C:N (p > 0.10 for all), indicating that any difference in experimental environment or
sampling among gut contents and tanks did not impact isotope composition.
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Pre-experimental Mysis from day 41 of acclimation had lower δ13C than
experimental Mysis following the 58 day acclimation, (F1,28 = 8.096; p < 0.01) but similar
δ15N (F1,28 = 0.06; p = 0.81) and C:N (F1,28 = 0.51; p = 0.48). The difference in δ13C and
δ15N between Mysis with evacuated guts and Artemia was -5.54‰ and 0.45‰
respectively suggesting that neither isotope had completely turned over to fully reflect the
composition of the Artemia food source at the time of the experiment.
All but three individuals used for stable isotope analysis were visually verified
for presence of gut contents, confirming that we were comparing individuals with full and
empty guts (Figure 2). Both δ15N and δ13C had a negative relationship with length (r2 =
0.16 and 0.71 respectively; Table 3) while C:N showed no relationship with length (r2 =
0.08). Gut content had no effect on the δ15N, δ13C or C:N composition of Mysis (F2,65 =
1.35, 1.08, and 2.52 respectively; p > 0.05 for all; Figure 3). Though there were no
significant changes in isotope composition among treatments, isotope composition of
Mysis with green algae-filled guts appeared to shift toward isotope composition of green
algae, while to a lesser degree isotope composition of Mysis with Artemia filled guts
shifted toward the isotope composition of Artemia (Figure 4).
3.4. Discussion
Gut contents did not affect the observed isotope composition of 9-20 mm Mysis
in our experiment. Therefore, we conclude that allowing for gut evacuation prior to
processing samples for SIA is an unnecessary step in determining isotopic composition of
field caught Mysis. Our results are consistent with observations of other zooplankton
where gut evacuation was reported to not significantly alter observed isotope composition
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of bulk samples (Feuchtmayr & Grey 2003; Smyntek et al. 2007). Feuchtmayr and Grey
(2003) had conflicting results where gut evacuation significantly changed isotope
composition in copepods, but not in Daphnia. They suggested that relative gut mass may
impact the importance of gut content to observed isotope composition because gut
content was found to affect observed isotope composition of copepods which have a
relative gut to body mass of ~20 % but have insignificant effect on Daphnia where gut
content is only ~5 % of body mass. Relative gut mass of Mysis is unknown, but due to
their large size it is likely smaller than other zooplankton, supporting the hypothesis that
relative gut mass partially determines the impact of gut content on observed isotope
composition. Though overall differences among treatments were insignificant, a visual
assessment of circular data does suggest that isotope compositions of Mysis may have
shifted slightly toward the food source ingested. The distance of the observed shift was
small, less than one order of magnitude of change, and because treatments were not
statistically different from one another we conclude that for Mysis the shift was
inconsequential. However, because the direction of the shift is consistent with the food
source it is possible that gut contents may be detectable through SIA and thus may result
in significant changes in isotope composition in other species where gut makes up a
larger portion of the body
Both δ15N and δ13C of Mysis had a negative relationship with length. Normally,
δ15N and δ13C of Mysis increase with size as relative carnivory increases (Branstrator et
al. 2000; Johannsson et al. 2001). Because in our study all Mysis were fed a uniform diet
of Artemia for 58 days all Mysis should be at an equal trophic level and have similar
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isotope compositions regardless of size. The 58 day acclimation period was meant to be
sufficient for complete turnover of δ15N which is believed to have a turnover rate
between 1 and 2 months but may have fallen short of complete turnover of δ13C which
can be close to 0.0 ‰ after as much as 67 days (Johannsson et al. 2001). However,
comparisons between pre-experimental Mysis and experimental Mysis isotope
composition and experimental Mysis and Artemia isotope composition suggest that both
δ15N and δ13C were still approaching equilibrium at the time of the experiment. Because
Mysis were kept at a consistent 4°C temperature, turnover rates could have been slowed,
lengthening the required time for total turnover. Additionally, we observed high mortality
rates in experimental tanks; if Mysis were dying they may not have eaten or grown as
quickly as expected which would further decrease turnover rates. Because Mysis did not
reach equilibrium with their food at the time of the experiment, we suggest the negative
relationship of size δ15N and δ13C with length is the result of faster growth and turnover
rates in smaller individuals compared to larger ones resulting in small individuals
approaching source isotope composition faster.
We conclude that gut evacuation is an unnecessary step in sample preparation
for Mysis and can be left out of future studies. Additionally, past studies using
inconsistent gut evacuation practices should be able to be compared safely allowing for
meta-analyses of Mysis SIA. Because our results contradict the findings of similar studies
on other species, the importance of gut evacuation is likely species-specific.
Consequently, our results should be applied to other species with caution.
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Controlled laboratory studies of SIA like ours have commonly been stated as an
important step for the progress of isotope research (Gannes et al. 1997; del Rio et al.
2009). Though we have answered questions about gut evacuation procedures in Mysis,
more controlled experiments testing effects of other potential sources of error in SIA such
as lipid content, tissue type and turnover rate, and the interspecific variation of these
sources, remain an important and fertile area of stable isotope research.
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Table 1: Mean (± SD) length (mm) of experimental Mysis, δ15N, δ13C, and C:N and percent of fecund
individuals sampled. Sample names relate to different sample groups of Mysis or collected source material.

Sample

n

Length
(mm)

Pre-exp. Mysis
Algae Mysis
Artemia Mysis
Starved Mysis
Green Algae
Artemia

10
25
21
23
3
3

16.30±2.21
15.20±2.81
15.24±2.86
14.57±2.50
X
X

%
Fecund
0.50
0.52
0.52
0.39
X
X
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δ15N
13.23±0.47
13.46±0.61
13.39±0.53
13.72±0.72
-8.17±0.06
13.27±0.06

δ13C
-28.87±1.43
-27.50±1.36
-27.33±1.21
-27.37±1.15
-21.53±0.06
-21.83±0.06

C:N
4.49±0.55
4.48±0.39
4.32±0.33
4.25±0.35
21.22±0.21
4.40±0.06

Figure 2: Images of Mysis with guts empty (A), filled with green algae (B), and filled with Artemia (C).
Guts are outlined with white boxes. Photographs were taken between 6.3 and 30X magnification with an
Infinity1 camera mounted on an Olympus SZS9 dissecting microscope.
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Figure 3: Linear regressions of δ13C, δ15N, and C:N as a function of body length for experimental Mysis
with three different gut contents: green algae (algae), Artemia (BS), and nothing (empty)
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Figure 4: Circular plot for angle of change in isotope space from Mysis with empty guts to Mysis with
algae-filled guts (solid arrow) and Artemia-filled guts (broken arrow). Dots represent the angle of change
from Mysis with empty guts to a food source. Outer rim represents one order of magnitude of change.
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CHAPTER 3: DOES THE MACROINVERTEBRATE MYSIS DILUVIANA
DISPLAY FIXED PARTIAL MIGRATION IN LARGE LAKE SYSTEMS?
2.1. Introduction
Partial migration is a common behavior in migrating fauna in which populations
are composed of migratory and resident individuals (Chapman et al. 2011). Partial
migration has been extensively studied in birds (Lundberg 1988) but has only recently
been identified and studied in fish (Brodersen et al. 2008b; Mehner & Kasprzak 2011).
Evidence that suggests partial migrations occur in populations of invertebrate taxa, but
observations are scarce. Daphnia and some larger macroinvertebrates like mysids are the
only invertebrates that have been observed to express partial diel vertical migrations
(DVM; Hansson & Hylander 2009; Ogonowski et al. 2013). DVM is traditionally
described as upward migration at dusk and a subsequent downward migration at dawn
(Lampert 1989). Despite the commonality of DVM in aquatic systems and of partial
migrations across taxa, the causes and ecological consequences of both behavioral
strategies remain unclear (Chapman et al. 2011).
DVM in aquatic organisms is believed to be the largest synchronized movement
of animals in the world based on biomass (Hays 2003). DVM actively transports energy
and nutrients between benthic and pelagic strata (Longhurst & Harrison 1988; Schnetzer
& Steinberg 2002). Despite many observations, the origin and trigger of DVM remains
debated. One leading hypothesis is that DVM is a predator avoidance technique which
allows organisms to take advantage of food-rich surface waters at night while limiting
their interaction with visual predators during the day (Lampert 1989; Loose &
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Dawidowicz 1994). Another hypothesis is that organisms benefit energetically by feeding
in warm surface waters, and digesting in the hypolimnion where their metabolic rate is
slower, thereby decreasing starvation risk if food sources are low (Lampert 1989).
However, more often researchers find that organisms would benefit most energetically by
remaining in warm water full time (Hays 2003). One aspect of DVM that has been well
established is that the upward migration is closely tied to feeding and often occurs at
night, suggesting hunger and light as potential triggers for migrations. The hunger
satiation hypothesis (HSH) predicts that organisms will only migrate when hungry or
when absolutely necessary (Pearre 2003). While many studies have identified positive
and negative phototaxic behavior in vertically migrating organisms (Ringelberg 1995),
the ultimate trigger for migration remains undetermined.
Mysis diluviana (Mysis) is a common macroinvertebrate in deep North
American lakes, generally inhabiting cold (< 8˚C) and deep ( > 50 m) lakes with
maximum densities at bathymetric depth > 100 m (Carpenter et al. 1974; Boscarino et al.
2007). Mysis exhibit DVM, with the common assumption of a synchronous migration
from on or near the lake bottom to just below the epilimnion (Beeton & Bowers 1982).
As omnivores, Mysis feed on a wide range of both benthic and pelagic food sources,
which make Mysis an important benthic-pelagic link transporting benthic derived
nutrients to the pelagic and vice versa (Sierszen et al. 2011, 2014).
Despite pronounced DVM behavior in Mysis spp. (Morgan 1980a; Miller 2003),
observations from the Great Lakes, Lake Tahoe, Lake Champlain and the Baltic Sea
suggest Mysis spp. may exhibit partial DVM, where a portion of the population remains
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near the bottom throughout the night (Morgan 1980a; Bowers 1988; Rudstam et al. 1989;
this study). Partial migration in Mysis was first believed to be the result of size and sex
differences where large, gravid females remained on the bottom while the rest of the
population migrated (Morgan 1980). Morgan’s hypothesis was consistent with the asset
protection principle, in which individuals with a large reproductive asset (i.e. fecund
individuals or those soon to become fecund) limit risky behavior (e.g. migration) as a
way to protect their reproductive asset (Clark 1994). Morgan’s hypothesis, however, was
refuted because of similar Mysis demographics in both pelagic and benthic habitats at
night (Bowers 1988). More recently, partial migrations of M. salemaai in the Baltic Sea
appear to be related to fixed trophic polymorphism within the population (Ogonowski et
al. 2013). Ogonowski et al. (2013) concluded that the same M. salemaai individuals
migrate nightly to feed on zooplankton, while other individuals never migrate and feed on
benthic detritus and macroinvertebrates.
Partial migration of Mysis could be the result of an asynchronous migration
driven by the HSH (Pearre 2003). The omnivorous diet of Mysis allows individuals to
obtain some nutrition from benthic detritus, potentially allowing individuals to extend
time between migrations (Brodersen et al. 2008b). If a benthic diet is insufficient,
however, Mysis may still migrate every few days to feed, resulting in asynchronous
migration rather than a partial migration. The differences in isotope composition
observed between migrant and resident M. salemaai by Ogonowski et al. (2013) suggest
migrants have a zooplankton-enriched diet compared to residents. This difference in diet
suggests a persistent difference in feeding behavior between migrants and residents,
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contrary to what would be expected for an asynchronous migrating population. Because
Mysis play an important role in lake food webs where their abundance and DVM can
determine both zooplankton and fish population dynamics (Martinez & Bergersen 1991),
understanding partial migrations of Mysis could be valuable to determining trophic
interactions among Mysis, zooplankton and fish.
In this study, we first tested the hypothesis that divergent migration behavior
occurs in Lake Champlain by sampling Mysis at night in pelagic and benthic habitats.
Because we found Mysis on the bottom during night, we collected demographic data and
conducted δ13C and δ15N stable isotope analysis on individual Mysis captured in each
habitat group to test the hypotheses that migrant and resident Mysis differed in isotope
composition, which would suggest fixed migrant and resident ecotypes as observed in M.
salemaai (Ogonowski et al. 2013). We conducted sampling across three sites and three
dates in November 2014 to assess the consistency of our results over space and time.

2.2. Methods
Study area
Mysis were sampled at three sites in Lake Champlain (Figure 5): Split Rock
(SR; 44° 16’ 972” N, 073° 19’ 448” W), Main Site (MS; 44° 28’ 526” N, 073° 18’ 241”
W), and Cumberland Head (CH; 44° 38’ 462” N 073° 22’ 926” W). The primary physical
difference among sites was depth; SR was deepest (90 – 120 m) followed by MS (95 –
105 m) and CH (60 – 80 m).
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Sampling
Samples were collected at night starting one hour after nautical twilight (~18:00
to 02:30) in early (4-Nov), middle (13 and 14-Nov), and late (19 and 20-Nov) November
2013. Prior to sampling each site, a conductivity-temperature-depth probe was deployed
to measure thermal profiles. Pelagic-caught Mysis were collected using a combination of
oblique and discrete tows with a Tucker trawl (effective opening = 3.6 m2) at depths ≤ 50
m based on apparent high-density areas of Mysis biomass observed on sonar. Benthiccaught Mysis were collected using an epibenthic sled (effective opening = 0.1 m2).
Epibenthic transects were approximately 0.5 km while Tucker trawl transects
were approximately 1.5 km to ensure sufficient numbers of Mysis. Benthic- and pelagiccaught samples from each site were placed in separate coolers filled with chilled lake
water for transport to the laboratory. Within 10 hours of collection, 100 individual Mysis
were randomly chosen from each date-site-habitat event, measured to the nearest mm
from the tip of the rostrum to the base of telson, assessed for fecundity, and individually
frozen at -20˚C in 2-ml centrifuge tubes.
Length-frequency histograms were used to assess population size structure. Ten
Mysis from the most common size range across all samples (13-16 mm) were randomly
chosen from each date-site-habitat group for stable isotope analysis. Several pleopods
were removed from the selected individuals and re-frozen for future genetic analysis and
the remaining body was dried at 60˚C for 72 hours. Whole dried individuals were milled
into a fine powder using a mortar and pestle and then 0.75 to 0.85 mg of tissue was added
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to 3.5 x 5 mm tin capsules. Using whole individuals provided sufficient material to run
duplicate samples per individual to assess precision.
Samples were analyzed for relative abundance of stable carbon (δ13C) and
nitrogen (δ15N) isotopes at the University of Wyoming Stable Isotope Facility using
continuous flow settings on a Costech 4010 Elemental Analyzer coupled to a Thermo
Delta Plus XP IRMS. Results are expressed in parts per thousand (‰) and denoted as δ
according to:

where X is 15N or 13C and R is the corresponding ratio 15N:14N or 13C:12C. For quality
control, 36-UWSIF- Glutamic 1 and 39-UWSIF-Glutamic 2 were used as reference
materials and additional UWSIF01 Liver was used for a measurement of quality
assurance (n = 2 per 24 samples). The overall precision for δ13C and δ15N of 36-UWSIFGlutamic 1 and 39-UWSIF-Glutamic 2 was ±0.2 and ±0.05 and ±0.1 and ±0.04,
respectively, and the precision of UWSIF01 Liver was ±0.1 for both δ13C and δ15N.
Precision of duplicate samples were 0.04 for δ 15N and 0.34 for δ 13C.
Statistical analysis
To assess possible differences in mean δ13C, δ15N, we conducted two-way
analyses of covariance (2-way ANCOVA) with site and capture habitat as principle
factors and C:N ratio, length and date as a covariates. To assess differences in C:N, 2way ANCOVAs were used with the same principle factors but using only length and date
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as covariates. Finally, differences in length were assessed with 2-way ANCOVAs using
only date as a covariate. If covariates were not statistically significant they were
removed and analyses re-run until only significant covariates were used. Before analysis
of each factor, Levine’s test of variance was used to determine whether data fit ANOVA
assumptions of equal variance. If variances were found to be unequal, differences among
groups were assessed using a 1-way Welch’s ANOVA test. If results were found to be
consistent with 2-way ANCOVA, we assumed unequal variances did not significantly
impact results and p-values from the 2-way ANCOVA were used. When significant
differences were found, Tukey’s HSD tests were used to identify the source of
significance. Multiple Chi-Square analyses were used to determine differences in
frequency of fecundity with date, site, and capture habitat as factors. To determine the
direction of Chi-Square analyses, observed minus expected counts were assessed
visually. Odds ratios were used to assign effect size of Chi-Square analyses. R version
3.1.1 and an alpha of 0.05 were used to determine significance for all analyses.
2.3. Results
At all three sites, water temperature was between 8 and 10˚C with little or no
stratification on all sampling dates. Moon phase ranged from just after new moon on 4Nov to almost full on 20-Nov, with partly cloudy weather on all nights.
Mysis were successfully sampled from all sites and habitats on the middle and
late sampling dates. Only SR and MS were sampled, and no pelagic-caught Mysis were
captured at SR on the first date. For all sample dates, benthic-caught Mysis remained
alive until laboratory processing; however all but a few pelagic-caught Mysis died before
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laboratory processing, likely due to the effects of the Tucker Trawl. Because samples
were kept in chilled water and then frozen within 10 hours of capture we assumed
potential changes in stable isotope composition due to decomposition were
inconsequential.
Mysis length and fecundity
Length of all captured Mysis ranged from 6 to 23 mm with a mean ± SD of 13.9
± 3.0 mm. Length varied by site and habitat (Table 2). Benthic- and pelagic-caught Mysis
had a similar length range (6-22 mm and 6-23 mm, respectively) but benthic-caught
Mysis had a higher mean body length (p < 0.01; Figure 6) than pelagic-caught Mysis at
SR and MS, but similar in size at CH, resulting in an interaction between site and habitat
(p < 0.01; Figure 6). Effect size of length differences were small; mean difference
between benthic- and pelagic-caught Mysis was 1.05 mm, and Mysis from MS were 1.56
mm and 1.55 mm longer than Mysis from SR and CH, respectively. In general there was
a linear relationship between date and length, (Table 3), but there was an interaction
between date and site driven by our middle November sampling date where mean length
of Mysis from SR was smaller than MS rather than larger as it was on the other two dates.
The proportion of fecund females was greater in benthic-caught Mysis than
pelagic-caught Mysis (Chi-Square p < 0.01; Figure 6), and an odds ratio showed that
benthic-caught Mysis where 3.78 times more likely to be fecund than pelagic-caught
Mysis. Fecund females were also more common at MS and SR than CH (Chi-Square p <
0.01; Table 2) and odds ratios showed that Mysis from MS and SR were 2.55 and 3.01
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more likely to be fecund than Mysis from CH. Finally, more fecund Mysis were found in
late November than the earlier sampling dates (Chi-Square p < 0.01; Table 2).
Stable isotope analysis
Mean length of individuals used for stable isotope analysis varied slightly, Mysis
from CH were smaller (13.8 ± 0.9) than those from MS or SR (14.4± 1.1; 14.7 ± 1.0
respectively; p < 0.01). Mean length of individuals sampled for stable isotope analysis,
however, did not vary by capture habitat or sample date (p > 0.05). Length did not have a
significant impact on δ15N and δ13C as a covariate and so was removed as a covariate for
further analysis of δ15N and δ13C.
Site differences
Variances of δ15N, δ13C, and C:N values were unequal among sites (Levine’s
test, p < 0.05 for each) because of low variance in CH Mysis compared to other sites. A
Welch’s ANOVA had consistent results with 2-way ANCOVAs so we concluded that
unequal variances did not significantly affect the results. Therefore p-values of 2-way
ANCOVAs are presented (Table 3). δ15N of Mysis from CH was enriched by 0.5 ‰ over
Mysis from MS or SR (p < 0.01; Figure 7). δ13C was also significantly different among
sites (p < 0.01; Figure 7).
Habitat differences
δ15N and C:N varied with habitat (Figure 7). Overall, pelagic-caught Mysis
tissue was enriched by 0.3‰ in δ15N (p = 0.01; Table 3) but benthic-caught Mysis had a
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0.5 higher mean C:N than pelagic-caught Mysis (p < 0.01; Table 3; Figure 7). There was
a significant site:habitat interaction of C:N (p = 0.01; Table 3) resulting from equal C:N
ratio among benthic- and pelagic-caught Mysis at CH, while there were strong differences
in C:N ratios between benthic- and pelagic-caught Mysis at SR and MS (Figure 7).
2.4. Discussion
Benthic-caught Mysis were generally larger and had a higher percent fecundity
than pelagic-caught Mysis supporting Morgan’s (1980) hypothesis that partial migration
is driven by size and fecundity. Morgan (1980) hypothesized that only fecund females
were foregoing migration, however, and though we observed more fecund benthic-caught
Mysis than pelagic-caught Mysis, the majority of individuals from both capture habitats
were not fecund. Additionally, the mean length differences between benthic and pelagiccaught Mysis were small (< 1.0 mm) at MS and reversed at CH, and the length range was
almost identical between habitats. Size is the most common difference observed between
migrants and residents in partially migrating populations (Chapman et al. 2011), and
zooplankton and Mysis have been observed stratifying by size in response to predation
pressure (Boscarino et al. 2007; Hansson & Hylander 2009). Because size differences we
observed were small we hypothesize other factors are likely more important predictors of
migration behavior in the autumn, but size and fecundity may still play a role.
Observed differences in isotope composition and C:N ratio between capture
habitats represent consistently different diets consumed by benthic- and pelagic-caught
Mysis for at least 1-2 months leading up to our sampling (Gorokhova & Hansson 1999a;
Johannsson et al. 2001; Chapter 2). A 0.3‰ enrichment of δ 15N isotopic composition of
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pelagic-caught Mysis most likely signifies that they are feeding at a slightly higher
trophic level than benthic-caught Mysis (Peterson & Fry 1987). Pelagic-caught Mysis
generally feed on zooplankton which is higher in 15N than benthic detritus (Sierszen et al.
2011). Therefore pelagic-caught Mysis should be enriched in δ 15N as we observed. If we
assume isotope composition remains fairly stable among years, the isotope composition
we observed in Mysis is consistent with September 2012 zooplankton and benthic
sediment samples from MS which had a δ 15N of 11.11±0.99 and of 6.53±0.22
respectively (Stockwell, unpubl. data). However, based on this same source data from
2012, benthic sediment had 2.19 ‰ higher δ13C than zooplankton, which would suggest
benthic-caught Mysis should be enriched in δ13C over pelagic caught Mysis, which is
opposite of what we observed. The reverse trend of δ13C means that benthic-caught Mysis
could feed on something other than sediments or that sediment isotope composition from
2012 is different from 2013.
Higher C:N in benthic-caught Mysis than pelagic-caught Mysis supports both the
HSH of asynchronous DVM and a fasting endurance hypothesis of partial migration
(Pearre 2003; Chapman et al. 2011). C:N content is related to lipid content in many
organisms, including aquatic invertebrates (Kling, Fry & O’Brien 1992). In our study,
benthic-caught Mysis had a mean C:N ratio that was 13% higher than pelagic-caught
Mysis representing a potential difference in tissue lipid content of 3.6% (Post et al. 2007).
Higher tissue lipid content of benthic-caught Mysis could allow them to forego migration
in favor of staying on the bottom where predation risk is likely lower, while Mysis with
lower lipid content migrate to food-rich pelagic waters to gain access to presumably
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higher density and more energy-rich prey but at an increased risk of predation. If lipid
content changes on a short time scale (i.e. 1-3 days), Mysis could be exhibiting behavior
similar to what is predicted under the HSH (Pearre 2003) where migration is plastic on a
day-to-day basis resulting in an asynchronous migration pattern where individuals
migrate when hungry. However, different δ15N between habitats, while accounting for
C:N ratio as a covariate, suggests sustained diet differences between benthic- and
pelagic-caught Mysis rather than a homogenous diet as would be expected under
asynchronous migrations. Therefore, we propose the observed divergent migration
behavior is a combination of the fasting/endurance hypotheses of partial migration
resulting in larger individuals with higher fasting endurance forgoing migration for an
extended period of time of weeks to months (Chapman et al. 2011). Other partial
migration hypotheses such as the predator avoidance hypothesis could also influence the
divergent migration behavior. However, more research assessing the differences in
predation pressure between benthic and pelagic habitats is required to make inferences
about how predation might affect Mysis DVM.
Variation in isotope composition among sites could be a sign that Mysis sites are
at least partially isolated from one another with little mixture among populations. Sites
are separated from each other by > 20 km of lake with bathymetric depth of 50 - 60 m.
Because Mysis prefer water deeper than 50 m and densities decrease as bathymetric depth
becomes shallower than 100 m (Ball et al in review; Carpenter et al. 1974), these
bathymetric relief areas, combined with distance may act as a barrier to Mysis mixing
across sites.
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Mysis at all sites exhibited partial migration behavior, but different effect sizes
among sites appear to reveal a depth-related pattern. The trends of isotope differences
between benthic- and pelagic-caught Mysis remained mostly consistent within sites, but
effect size differences between benthic- and pelagic-caught Mysis length, fecundity and
isotope composition was largest at the deepest site (SR) and smallest at the shallowest
site (CH). Additionally, pelagic-caught Mysis from all sites appear to have fairly similar
isotope composition, while benthic-caught Mysis differ more among sites and follow a
similar pattern with depth. These two observations lead us to hypothesize site depth may
affect isotope composition and/or partial migration behavior of Mysis. One explanation
for the change in Mysis isotope composition with depth is a change in sediment δ15N with
depth, similar to what has been observed in Lake Superior (Sierszen 2006). Our results,
however, show the opposite trend of Sierszen (2006) with δ15N of Mysis depleted with
increasing depth. Because the changes in depth among our sites is small compared to
those studied in Lake Superior, enrichment of δ15N would likely also be small (~ 0.23‰
δ15N between CH and SR based on Sierszen 2006), so any effects of depth may simply be
masked by behavioral or prey differences among sites (Lewis 1978). Because our
observations are inconsistent with Sierszen (2006) and differences in δ15N and C:N
between capture habitats were the smallest or absent at CH, we propose the patterns of
isotope composition with depth are the result of varying degrees of partial migration
among sites where partial DVM becomes more fixed as site depth increases, resulting in
the greater disparity of isotope composition between capture habitats at deeper sites.
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Our three covariates of date, length and C:N ratio had variable impacts on our
primary response variables δ15N, δ13C and the covariates date and length both impacted
C:N ratio. Though date was shown to significantly impact δ15N, C:N and length, these
differences are likely not the result of shifting isotope composition of Mysis given that
isotopes generally take more than one month to change in Mysis (Gorokhova & Hansson
1999a; Johannsson et al. 2001) and are more likely an artifact of the incomplete sampling
on 4-Nov. Additionally, by limiting the size range of Mysis chosen for SIA to a 3 mm
range, we prevented length from impacting δ15N and δ13C, but length did show a clear
linear relationship with C:N ratio. Finally, C:N ratio proved to be a highly important
covariate for the analysis of δ13C, showing a strong negative relationship between δ13C
and C:N. The relationship between δ13C and C:N is commonly observed in organismal
SIA studies and believed to be the result of differences in 13C rich lipids in body tissues
(Post et al. 2007).
Overall, the effect sizes of differences in isotope composition observed in this
study are small. True differences in diet and trophic level can be difficult to identify in
omnivores, especially those that feed on detritus (Post 2002; del Rio et al. 2009). One
possible explanation for the small differences is a detectable difference in gut content of
benthic- and pelagic-caught Mysis at the time of processing. However, during feeding
experiments of Mysis and field estimates of other zooplankton, gut contents were found
to have little to no effect on observed isotope composition of whole body samples
(chapter 2; Feuchtmayr and Grey 2003). Here, we assumed benthic-caught Mysis
primarily fed on detritus. However, the disparity between our observed benthic-caught
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Mysis δ13C and benthic sediments from data collected in September 2012 suggests other
food sources are likely available to Mysis on the bottom. Gut content and isotope mixing
model studies of benthic and pelagic-caught Mysis using multiple benthic sources
including benthic invertebrates and small Mysis as potential food sources are the next
steps in determining the actual diet of each group.
Observed δ 15N and C:N in Lake Champlain Mysis suggest population wide
partial migration behavior with two ecotypes, one migrating nightly to feed pelagically
and one residing on the bottom throughout the night, similar to M. salemaai in the Baltic
Sea (Ogonowski et al. 2013). Though our observed differences represent a divergence in
diet lasting at least 1-2 months, we are unable to determine the extent to which the
behavior of the two ecotypes differ. One possible explanation for the small effect size of
differences between benthic- and pelagic-caught Mysis, is that the “non-migrating”
ecotype does not forego migration altogether but rather migrates less often than the
pelagic-caught individuals, resulting in an only slightly different isotope composition.
The difference between migrating and non-migrating Mysis could be further degraded as
migrating Mysis feed on benthic food sources during the day. Though divergence in
migration behavior may not be completely fixed throughout the lifetime of an individual
Mysis, the partial migration we observed in Mysis, and that Ogonowski et al. (2013)
observed in M. salemaai appear to fit many of the existing hypotheses for partial
migration; the body size, fasting endurance, predation vulnerability and competitive
release hypotheses all predict larger, healthier individuals will remain resident while
younger and weaker individuals should migrate (Chapman et al. 2011).
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Research identifying partial migration in invertebrates, and specifically in
vertically migrating invertebrates, is novel. To our knowledge only one study has
assessed partial vertical migrations of non-Mysis invertebrates (Hansson & Hylander
2009). By identifying partial DVM in Lake Champlain we hope to open the door for
further inquiry into partial DVM of Mysis using other ecological markers, such as
genetics and fatty acids, or ecological modeling which may be able to determine an
ultimate cause for the observed differences between ecotypes. Additionally, Mysis is a
new study organism on which to research partial migration in aquatic systems, which
remains poorly understood (Chapman et al. 2011).
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Table 2: Mean (±SD) Mysis length (L) and percent fecund Mysis observed over all dates, sites and
capture habitats in Lake Champlain in November 2013.

Date

Site

Habitat

n

4-Nov

MS

Benthic

13-Nov
14-Nov

Mean L (mm)

% Fecund Mysis

100

14.55±2.79

20

Pelagic

100

14.02±3.21

4

SR

Benthic

100

14.95±2.91

23

SR

Benthic

100

14.67±3.63

23

Pelagic

73

11.71±2.74

0

Benthic

100

12.20±2.20

5

Pelagic

100

13.15±2.12

12

Benthic

100

15.07±2.60

25

Pelagic

123

13.71±3.00

10

Benthic

100

12.65±2.16

11

Pelagic

100

12.87±2.07

4

Benthic

100

14.32±2.82

33

Pelagic

100

14.10±2.80

19

Benthic

100

16.34±3.30

50

Pelagic

100

12.96±2.48

2

CH
MS

19-Nov

CH
MS

20-Nov

SR
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Table 3: Results of 2-way ANCOVAs testing for differences in Mysis isotopic composition among
individuals caught in early, middle and late November from three different sites in benthic and pelagic
habitats.

Factors
C:N
Date
Length
Site
Habitat
Habitat:Site

df
1
3
1
2
1
2

δ13C
(n = 133)

δ15N
(n = 133)

236.48***
8.46***
2.5
1.03

8.73**
5.75**
4.27*
0.18

Significance codes: ‘***’ = p< 0.001 , ‘**’ = p < 0.01, ‘*’ = p < 0.05
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C:N
(n = 134)
F
22.89***
25.90***
0.81
29.95***
4.40*

Length
(n = 1490)
42.28***
48.10***
3.84*
42.03***

Figure 5: Cumberland Head (A), Main Site (B) and Split Rock (C) sampling sites in Lake Champlain.
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Figure 6: Plot of demographics of all Mysis captured (N = 1496) in November 2013. Top: Relative
fecundity of benthic- (B) and pelagic-caught (P) Mysis captured at Split Rock (SR), Main Site (MS) and
Cumberland Head (CH). Bottom: Mean (± 95% CI) Mysis length from benthic and pelagic habitats from
Split Rock, Main Site, and Cumberland Head sites.
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Figure 7: Mean (± 95% CI) δ15N, δ13C, and C:N composition of non-fecund Mysis 13-16 mm in length
from benthic and pelagic habitats from Split Rock, Main Site, and Cumberland Head sites in November
2013.
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